Choosing between personalized learning & instructional freedom?
Easily get both with CogBooks Courseware

Affordable, flexible and effective for on-campus and online learning.

CogBooks Courseware is a ready-to-adopt, complete course solution that delivers instruction, homework and assessment within a continuously adaptive learning experience. Interactive learning activities and video deliver a just-in-time, on-level approach to instruction to keep students engaged, and CogBooks’ adaptive platform ensures effective 1:1 support for every learner whether they’re learning in a classroom or online.

CogBooks Courseware users experience:

- Positive learning and course outcomes with high user satisfaction
- High-quality content including open educational resources, videos, interactive simulation activities and assessments
- Seamless and secure integration with any learning management system
- Compliance with WCAG 2.0 standards for accessibility
- $39.95 per course
- Configure easily to match any course sequence or syllabus
- Instructor analytics dashboard and reporting

CogBooks Courseware is available to adopt now in the following course areas:

**BIOLOGY**
- Anatomy & Physiology
- Non-majors Biology
- General Biology for Majors
- Cellular Biology
- Genetics

**PHYSICS**
- College Physics (Algebra-based)
- University Physics (Calculus-based)

**HISTORY**
- U.S. History

**PSYCHOLOGY**
- Introduction to Psychology

**PHILOSOPHY**
- Introduction to Logic

For more information, contact us at hello@cogbooks.com or visit www.cogbooks.com
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